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Descriptive Summary
Title: Mark I. Chester photographs
Dates: 1990-1998
Collection Number: 2003-39
Creator/Collector:
Extent: .1 linear feet
Repository: GLBT Historical Society
San Francisco, California 94103
Abstract: This collection contains two signed black and white photographs taken by San Francisco-based radical sex photographer, Mark I. Chester, entitled "Rubber Garden 32" and "Daddy & His Little Boy." The collection also includes a small poster for the exhibit, "Diary of a Thought Criminal," and one folder of publicity material (flyers, mass mailings) generated by Chester. Researchers should also see the Mark I. Chester papers (#1997-26).
Language of Material: English
Access
Collection is open for research.
Preferred Citation
Mark I. Chester photographs. GLBT Historical Society
Acquisition Information
Gift of Joseph B. Young on October 17, 2003.
Scope and Content of Collection
This collection contains two signed black and white photographs taken by San Francisco-based radical sex photographer, Mark I. Chester, entitled "Rubber Garden 32" and "Daddy & His Little Boy." The collection also includes a small poster for the exhibit, "Diary of a Thought Criminal," and one folder of publicity material (flyers, mass mailings) generated by Chester. Researchers should also see the Mark I. Chester papers (#1997-26).
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